Everest view Helicopter Tour

Overview
Everest view helicopter tour is one of shortest way to see Everest base camp, and reach
Kalapatthar 10-15 minute to take breathtaking amazing view of tallest mountain in the
planet, Mount Everest, together with Lhotse, Nuptse, Pumori and many others.. Best
selfie place including mount everest at close background. with stop over at Lukla two
times for refuling and one time breakfast land at Everest view hotel at Khumjung, this heli
tour to everest is once in a lifetime.
Get as close to Mt Everest as possible without actually trekking to it – on a scenic
Himalayas helicopter tour! You’ll land at Everest Base Camp for a glimpse of towering
peaks before breakfast at the remote Syangboche Airstrip. Hear informative commentary
from your professional pilot as you soar over the mountain range during your flight. Only
from the air can you appreciate the breathtaking bird's-eye view of this exhilarating
landscape! Round-trip hotel transport in Kathmandu included in your 4-hour tour.

Itinerary Details
Day 01 : After hotel pickup in Kathmandu, strap into your seat at Tribhuvan
International Airport and prepare for a memorable helicopter tour.
Your expert pilot will take off and head east, flying parallel to the Himalayan range while
providing commentary about the snow-peaked landscape along the way. Your first landing
is Lukla – gateway to Mt Everest – where your scenic heli-tour truly begins. After a stop to
refuel, ascend into the mountains for an amazing sightseeing adventure and take in the
magnificent views as you fly over the impressive Himalayas. While your helicopter hovers
just 100 feet (30 meters) above the cliffs and trekking trails of Mt Everest, you’ll feel like
you can almost touch its peak! Next, land at Everest Base Camp, Kala Patthar, and spend
approximately 10 minutes on firm ground, gazing up at the majestic mountain while your
propeller stays in motion. From here, fly to Syangboche Airstrip – an unpaved stretch
serving the village of Namche Bazaar – situated at an elevation of 12,300 feet (3,750
meters). Here, enjoy complimentary breakfast during your 30 to 45 minutes of ground
time. Marvel at clear aerial views of Mt Everest and the Himalayan range from
Syangboche as you sip your hot coffee in the cold mountain air. Finally, head back to
Lukla to refuel before your return to Kathmandu, where you’ll touch down at the airport
before drop-off at your hotel.
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